
 

 

 

 

Description 

BUBBLE SCIENCE  

Clifford and his friends love exploring the world around them and with 

this exhilarating kit they are learning all about BUBBLE SCIENCE! 

Emily Elizabeth, the narrator in the colorful 20-page manual, guides 

young scientists through exciting experiments with catchy titles such as 

oil and water, water bubbles, jumping pepper, gliding boat, bubble 

sculptures, big bubbles, mini bubbles, funnel bubbles, colored bubbles, bubble prints, bubble blow art, pipe 

cleaner bubbles, and carbon dioxide bubbles. Young Scientists will feel like real scientists when they use the 

included colorful lab tray, measuring cup, and funnel to perform their experiments! Join Clifford and his friends 

on an adventure into the world of science!  

 

RAINBOW SCIENCE  

Clifford and his friends love exploring the world around them and with this colorful kit they are learning all 

about RAINBOW SCIENCE! Emily Elizabeth, the narrator in the colorful 20-page manual, guides young 

scientists through thrilling experiments with catchy titles such as milk rainbow, mixing colors, rainbow star, 

ceiling rainbow, moving colors, chromatography bookmarks, colored bubbles in oil, colored bubbles in a tube, 

catching a rainbow, rainbow glasses, rainbow spinner, and rainbow explosions . Young Scientists will feel like 

real scientists when they use the included colorful lab tray, measuring cup, test tubes, pipette, and funnel to 

perform their experiments! Join Clifford and his friends on an adventure into the world of science!  

 

KITCHEN SCIENCE  

Clifford and his friends love exploring the world around them and with this exciting kit they are learning all 

about KITCHEN SCIENCE! Emily Elizabeth, the narrator in the colorful 20-page manual, guides young 

scientists through captivating experiments with catchy titles such as test tube explosion, making slime, crystal 

star, crystal art, milk glue, colored celery, waking up fungus, fungus eats bananas, fungus in a tube, sticky ice, 

upside down trick, crystal garden, and exploding volcano. Young Scientists will feel like real scientists when 

they use the included colorful lab tray, measuring cup, test tubes, and funnel to perform their experiments! Join 

Clifford and his friends on an adventure into the world of science!  

Review Highlights:  

What a great product the Young Scientists Club created. These science kits did an amazing job of simply 

explaining the steps of various experiments and the reasoning behind it. The explanation wasn't always 

important. The process of doing the hands on experiment thrilled both of my young children, ages 3 and 6. My 

3 year old, who is naturally a little scientist exploring and observing his environment, was more than happy to 

put on an old shirt and protective eye goggles (to pretend he was a real scientist), gather supplies, and pour or 

stir over the kitchen counter. My older son really liked doing the experiments and asking a lot of questions 

about them. The explanations of the science were more interesting to him. Sometimes he would even be able to 



explain them to me! Suprisingly, he would develop other hypotheses when explaining why or how an 

experiment worked. We got to test out some of these new theories with our kit too!  

 

The favorites among the experiments were the "milk rainbow" and its mesmerizing show of color swishing and 

swirling in milk. It was asked for again and again. The "exploding volcano" was a hit. Anything "exploding" for 

a 6 year old boy is a sure winner. We had "lava" dripping onto our kitchen table and floor by the end of it. 

"Colored bubbles" was also very simple but unique. In fact, I don't think we will be able to have plain bubbles 

for blowing ever again. We made many colors of bubbles which naturally led to making fun "bubble prints." 

With 42 experiments in all, these kits have extensive use and reuse. The best part of this product is the inquiry 

about the world inspired by so many experiments.  

Buy this product at: 

The Young Scientists Club  

 

 

http://www.theyoungscientistsclub.com/

